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About This Content

This DLC pack includes

The Complete RIOT - Civil Unrest Original Soundtrack

Featuring nine custom tracks featured in the game -

1. Riot - 1.24

2. Main Theme - 1.26

3. No Tav - 2.42

4. Indignados - 3.20

5. Karatea - 4.32
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6. Tahrir - 3.30

7. Global Mode (Police) - 3.52

8. Global Mode (Rioters) - 4.40

9. Credits - 3.28

The RIOT - Civil Unrest Digital Art Book

Excerpts from Leonard Menchiari's notes, developments screenshots and images.

You will find these contents in your game folder under "Soundtrack" and "Art Book"
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Title: RIOT - Civil Unrest Soundtrack and Art Book
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Publisher:
Merge Games
Release Date: 25 Feb, 2019
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English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Loved the game, and really enjoyed this ost, simply beautifull.. I had extremely low expectations for this (No offence), it looked
like one of those Minecraft fps ripoffs, but I was actually overwhelmed at how much fun this was.

The customisation for a new player was quite in-depth, with the more accessories for paid users (Which imo isn't a problem,
gotta support the devs somehow, eh?).

Maps, lackluster. Modes, yet again lacking. Fun, endless. I could spend hours and not get tired of the same map, because in the
end, you are just gonna blow everything up anyways (or get yourself killed trying to).

Gameplay was smooth and generally straightforward. Plant a bomb, run away, grab any items, repeat. Even though this is the
case, it was actually still a lot of fun and reminded me of the old bomberman back in the days.

Communication was not bad. Lots of great people who enjoy laughing and memes.

My biggest issue was to trust my email address with the game, I am annoyed by this when it probably could've been easily
integrated into steam's system without the use of a username and password. It also would've been nice to be able to add random
people who I had fun with on steam rather than asking them straight up for their actual name and/or profile link.

Overall, I was surprised that this was free. If there wasn't any DLC in this game, I would've been worried for my boy David..
Nice mini Shooter Game :) pls more Ammo over 10 Rounds :D. So, I'm gonna start off with why I wouldn't recommend this
game, and then get to why this averages out to a thumbs-up, mkay?

Fact is, it's just... bland. And I'm not sure if that's better than it being actually bad, because at least when a game is bad, or even
mediocre, there's something to point at and say: "Hey, you know that dumb design decision? Yeah, that's the straw that breaks
the camel's back." This game doesn't have that.

It's cute. It's got a wonderfully Star Trek aesthetic to it, the interface makes me warm and fuzzy inside, and the away missions
are a nice game element that is rare if nonexistent in similar games. There's resource management, building elements, and
honestly a really pleasing art style.

But that's the problem, too. Once you've seen all that perty stuff you start to notice how small the game really is. The question I
find myself asking is why I'd want to play it, without really being able to come up with any reasons not to.

Sure, I can build a trading port thingy to get more of the stuff my spatials want because reasons, but if they don't get them... oh
well? And if they do... oh well? That's the main sticking point of this game, for me at least. It's not that this game lacks anything
similar games have, it's just that it fails to give any of that meaning.

That being said, this game has a lot of cool elements (reminiscent of a casual game mindset) that other more popular games in
the same vein could learn from, and for how long I played it I actually found it to be quite fun. Sure, that fun tapered away into
an existential feeling of "Sure thing, but *why*?" but it was still there.

So, given the price point, I figure it's worth a spin. Maybe I just haven't played it enough to find paydirt.

. Organic Panic Preview. These are my opinions. First of all, I recommend this game for people who like arcade quick platform
action shooter mini games. This is a unique platformer action puzzle game with great physics and destructable levels. It kind of
reminds me of Little Big Planet and Worm's games but without the strategic timer turns. I have played most of the levels, which
we have access to at the moment. And can't wait to play them again. This game has replay value, great music and sounds. Most
levels in Story mode can be accomplished in different ways. The level editor is amazing and simple to use. Many cool tools with
a UI well implemented. In the level editor mode there is an option where you can test your map on the fly and press back button
to continue editing your level. I like the control scheme in the level editor, very organized. Gameplay is fun and entertaining.
The graphics are gorgeous and cartoon style. The special effects are beautiful. There are 4 character which you play with. Each
character feels different and have there own abilities and special powers. Controls are responsive and intuitive.I play this game
with an Xbox 360 controller. Game is playable, Fantastic price. But remember, the game is in early access and there are going to
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be bugs.
Here's a view of Stage 2:
http:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=5HmnGSvYh3s. Kind of like sitting through the intro to a 90s, Myst-inspired first-person
adventure game, but without the game afterwards. No plot whatsoever. Still entertaining.
I want to see more FMV scenes in VR.
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En mi vida he visto un control de el personaje tan malo, es mas facil que tu mismo te hagas una paja con los pies que hacer un
salto bien.. Have you lost Christmas feeling?
Do you like experiments?

True indie game from crazy developers, that's your choice. Defend your hearts from evil creatures, play with someone on same
screen \u2014 battle of Santa Claus vs Ded Moroz, who is better?

Have fun, and support those developerts.. Great game indeed. Have to figure out the best way to get through all the doors and
monsters. Using least of health and keys.

Friendly interface with unlimited undo in the room and fast save\/load helps you concentrate on solving.
While your action is mostly just move in the 8 directions with occasional opportunity to use som a helper item it still provides
plenty room for thinking.. To get an idea of the gameplay, just check out the videos as i think they represent it fairly well. It's a
cartoonish VR Shooter with some twists and cool boss battles.

I got this game on sale. I was keeping an eye on it after many zombie shooter, horror games, war games, fight games etc..I
needed something more happy and positive. I think it's actually good.. Thumbs up for the cartoonish world inspired by
Pokemon. Graphics are simple but neat in VR. Runs flawlessly with 1.8 Super Sampling (on g1 1080), i guess it could be even
more. As far as i played i didn't notice mayor flaws in the gameplay nor in the presentation. The other way around: i've been
beating a couple of bosses and they were nicely done. I enjoyed the positive vibes and the funny translations. It's trippy stuff
overall, so if you are into trippy VR games you will like this one as well. Makes me want to get back inthere later on. In case i
will change my mind about something I will edit this review.. I really enjoyed playing this rpg game that was created by a friend
and fellow You Tuber Savage Dragoon. To create this old school Final Fantasy type of game was an achievement in itself and I
really liked the story of one man's quest to defeat the darkness around him. As a sufferer of mental illness myself, particularly
anxiety, I know what it is like to battle against the demons inside your head telling u that u cannot do this even though u want to.
The whole game itself was a joy from start to finish and I can never fault it whether it is from the narrative, character designs,
enemies, boss battles etc. There are hints to other rpg games and animes particularly FF7. It wasn't easy but it wasn't overly hard
either. I love a game where decisions can lead to consequences, however bad they might be.

Thanks to Savage Dragoon for creating this amazing game. I can highly recommend that u give this game a try and u never
know it might make u want to replay it to get different endings and new achievements. I still have 9 more to get myself lol.. For
a game which claims to be powered by my imagination, it is too much railroaded. Straight to the point of almost nonexistant
replayability.
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